WSUS32 KKCI 121555
SIGC
MKCC WST 121555
CONVETIVE SIGMET 41C
VALID UNTIL 1755Z
TX CSTL WTRS
FROM 120SSE PSX-80E BRO-40E BRO-90NE BRO-120SSE PSX
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.
REF INTL SIGMET JULIETT SERIES.

CONVETIVE SIGMET 42C
VALID UNTIL 1755Z
TX AND LA TX CSTL WTRS
FROM 70SSW LSU-120WSW LEV-50SE CRP-30NNE PSX-70SSW LSU
AREA EMBD TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.
REF INTL SIGMET JULIETT SERIES.

OUTLOOK VALID 121755-122155
FROM 40NW MGM-160S CEW-100ESE PSX-80E BRO-40WNW BRO-50SSE
LRD-50NW LRD-LFK-40NW MGM
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 121655
SIGC
MKCC WST 121655
CONVETIVE SIGMET 43C
VALID UNTIL 1855Z
TX AND LA TX CSTL WTRS
FROM 20W IAH-100WSW LEV-80E BRO-40E BRO-30NW PSX-20W IAH
AREA TS MOV FROM 04015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
REF INTL SIGMET JULIETT SERIES.

OUTLOOK VALID 121855-122255
FROM 40NW MGM-150S CEW-100ESE PSX-80E BRO-40WNW BRO-50SSE
LRD-50NW LRD-50ESE ACT-40NW MGM
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 121755
SIGC
MKCC WST 121755
CONVETIVE SIGMET 44C
VALID UNTIL 1955Z
TX AND LA TX CSTL WTRS
FROM 30ESE IAH-140S LCH-80E BRO-40E BRO-50NNW PSX-30ESE IAH
AREA TS MOV FROM 04015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
REF INTL SIGMET JULIETT SERIES.

OUTLOOK VALID 121955-122355
FROM 40NW MGM-150S CEW-100ESE PSX-80E BRO-40WNW BRO-50SSE
LRD-50NW LRD-50ESE ACT-40NW MGM
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.
MKCC WST 121855
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 45C
VALID UNTIL 2055Z
TX AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 40NW IAH−110ESE PSX−80E BRO−20NW BRO−40SW CRP−40NW IAH
AREA TS MOV FROM 04015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
REF INTL SIGMET JULIETT SERIES.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 46C
VALID UNTIL 2055Z
TX
FROM 40NW LRD−50E LRD−50WNW BRO−60SSE LRD−40NW LRD
AREA TS MOV FROM 04015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 47C
VALID UNTIL 2055Z
LA AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 30NW HRV−50ESE LCH−60S LCH
LINE TS 20 NM WIDE MOV FROM 08015KT. TOPS TO FL390.

OUTLOOK VALID 122055−130055
FROM 40NW MGM−150S CEW−100ESE PSX−80E BRO−40WNW BRO−50SSE
LRD−50NW LRD−50ESE ACT−40NW MGM
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 121955
SIGC
MKCC WST 121955
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 48C
VALID UNTIL 2155Z
TX AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 30S LFK−110SE PSX−70ESE BRO−20NW CRP−40ESE CWK−30S LFK
AREA TS MOV FROM 04015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
REF INTL SIGMET JULIETT SERIES.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 49C
VALID UNTIL 2155Z
TX AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 20NW LRD−40SW CRP−20ENE BRO−40WNW BRO−60SSE LRD−20NW LRD
AREA TS MOV FROM 04015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 50C
VALID UNTIL 2155Z
LA AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 40WNW HRV−20ESE LCH−60S LCH
LINE TS 20 NM WIDE MOV FROM 08015KT. TOPS TO FL390.

OUTLOOK VALID 122155−130155
FROM 30S ELD−40NW MGM−150S CEW−100ESE PSX−80E BRO−40WNW BRO−50SSE
LRD−30SSE DLF−30S ELD
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 122055
SIGC
MKCC WST 122055
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 51C
VALID UNTIL 2255Z
TX AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 30SW LFK−60WSW LCH−40SE PSX−30SW CRP−20S CWK−30SW LFK
AREA TS MOV FROM 02015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 52C
VALID UNTIL 2255Z
TX AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 20NW LRD−110SSE PSX−70E BRO−40WNW BRO−60SSE LRD−20NW LRD
AREA TS MOV FROM 03015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
REF INTL SIGMET JULIETT SERIES.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 53C
VALID UNTIL 2255Z
MS LA AND MS LA TX CSTL WTRS
FROM 40E MCB−10W SJI−50WNW LEV−80SSW LCH−20W LCH−40E MCB
AREA TS MOV FROM 06020KT. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 54C
VALID UNTIL 2255Z
AL MS
FROM 20SSE MHZ−50SE MEI
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 03015KT. TOPS TO FL400.

OUTLOOK VALID 122255−130255
FROM 30S ELD−40NW MGM−150S CEW−100ESE PSX−80E BRO−40WNW BRO−50SSE
L RD−30SSE DLF−30S ELD
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 122155
SIGC
MKCC WST 122155
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 55C
VALID UNTIL 2355Z
TX AND CSTL WTRS
FROM 40NNW LFK−60ESE IAH−60S CRP−40E DLF−40NNW LFK
AREA TS MOV FROM 02015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 56C
VALID UNTIL 2355Z
TX
FROM 50ESE LRD−60SSW CRP−60WNW BRO−60SSE LRD−50ESE LRD
AREA TS MOV FROM 03015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 57C
VALID UNTIL 2355Z
MS LA AND MS LA TX CSTL WTRS
FROM 40E MCB−10W SJI−50WNW LEV−80SSW LCH−20W LCH−40E MCB
AREA TS MOV FROM 06020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 58C
VALID UNTIL 2355Z
AL MS
FROM 20SSE MHZ−50SE MEI
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 03010KT. TOPS TO FL420.
OUTLOOK VALID 122355-130355
AREA 1...FROM 30S ELD−40NW MGM−150S CEW−100ESE PSX−80E BRO−40WNW BRO−50SSE LRD−30SSE DLF−30S ELD
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW−30W RAP−MRF−40W ELP−50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 122255
SIGC MKCC WST 122255
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 59C
VALID UNTIL 0055Z
TX AND CSTL WTRS FROM 40W LFK−40SE IAH−40SSW CRP−40WSW SAT−40W LFK AREA TS MOV FROM 07015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 60C
VALID UNTIL 0055Z
TX FROM 50E LRD−40WNW BRO−60SSE LRD−10ESE LRD−50E LRD AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 61C
VALID UNTIL 0055Z
AL MS LA AND LA CSTL WTRS FROM 10NW MHZ−30E MEI−10E SJI−60SE LCH−40WSW LCH−10NW MHZ AREA TS MOV FROM 07020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 62C
VALID UNTIL 0055Z
MI WI MN LS FROM 60NNE DLH−30N RHI−60N EAU−40W DLH−60NNE DLH DVLPG AREA TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS TO FL370.

OUTLOOK VALID 130055-130455
AREA 1...FROM 30S ELD−40NW MGM−150S CEW−100ESE PSX−80E BRO−40WNW BRO−50SSE LRD−30SSE DLF−30S ELD
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW−30W RAP−MRF−40W ELP−50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 122355
SIGC MKCC WST 122355
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 63C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
TX FROM 70NW IAH−40S IAH−20ENE PSX−10NNW CWK−70NW IAH AREA TS MOV FROM 07015KT. TOPS TO FL420.
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 64C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
AL MS LA
FROM 40W MHZ-40SSE MEI-10E SJI-50E LCH-10NNE LCH-40W MHZ
AREA TS MOV FROM 07020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 65C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
MI WI MN LS
FROM 70NNE DLH-40NNE RHI-30SSE RHI-30S DLH-70NNE DLH
AREA TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 66C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
CO NM
FROM 50ESE HBU-30NE ALS-10SW FTI-50WNW FTI-50ESE HBU
AREA TS MOV FROM 13010KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 130155-130555
AREA 1...FROM 30S ELD-40NW MGM-150S CEW-100ESE PSX-80E BRO-40WNW
BRO-50SSW LRD-30SSE DLF-30S ELD
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-30W RAP-MRF-40W ELP-50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 130055
SIGC
MKCC WST 130055
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 1C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MS LA
FROM 50SE EIC-50WSW MHZ-10NW MCB-40NNW SJI
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 07020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 2C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MI WI MN LS
FROM 60NNE DLH-50WNW SAW-20SW GRB-60NNE EAU-60NNE DLH
AREA TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 3C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
NE
FROM 20ENE ONL-40S ANW
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 29015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 130255-130655
AREA 1...FROM 40NW MGM-150S CEW-100ESE PSX-80E BRO-CRP-AEX-40NW
MGM
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-30W RAP-MRF-40W ELP-50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
WSUS32 KKCI 130055
SIGC
MKCC WST 130055
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 1C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MS LA
FROM 50SE EIC−50WSW MHZ−10NW MCB−40NNW SJI
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 07020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 2C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MI WI MN LS
FROM 60NNE DLH−50WNW SAW−20SW GRB−60NNE EAU−60NNE DLH
AREA TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 3C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
NE
FROM 20ENE ONL−40S ANW
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 29015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 130255-130655
AREA 1...FROM 40NW MGM−150S CEW−100ESE PSX−80E BRO−CRP−AEX−40NW MGM
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW−30W RAP−MRF−40W ELP−50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 60W YQT−50NNNE SAW−50NW MKG−BAE−ODI−BRD−60W YQT
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 130155
SIGC
MKCC WST 130155
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 4C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MS LA
FROM 50WSW MLU−50SE MLU−30WNW MCB−40NNW SJI
DMHS HG LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 07020KT. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 5C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MI WI MN LS LM
FROM 50NE DLH−70WNW SAW−10ENE GRB−40W GRB−50NE DLH
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 6C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
NE SD
FROM 40ENE ONL-40SW ONL
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 28015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 130355-130755
AREA 1...FROM 140ENE ACK-190ESE ECG-140SSE ILM-160E
PBI-70ENE PBI-130SSE MIA-40SSE EYW-CTY-SBY-ACK-140ENE ACK
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-30W RAP-MRF-40W ELP-50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 60W YQT-50NE SAW-50NW MKG-BAE-ODI-BRD-60W YQT
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 130155
SIGC
MKCC WST 130155
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 4C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MS LA
FROM 50WSW MLU-50SE MLU-30WNW MCB-40NNW SJI
DMSHG LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 07020KT. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 5C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MI WI MN LS LM
FROM 50NE DLH-70WNW SAW-10ENE GRB-40W GRB-50NE DLH
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 27020KT. TOPS TO FL330.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 6C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
NE SD
FROM 40ENE ONL-40SW ONL
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 28015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 130355-130755
AREA 1...FROM LSU-40SSW SJI-130ESE LEV-120SSW LCH-90SE PSX-80E BRO-BRO-CRP-IAH-LSU
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW-30W RAP-MRF-40W ELP-50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 60W YQT-50NE SAW-50NW MKG-BAE-ODI-BRD-60W YQT
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 130255
SIGC
MKCC WST 130255
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 7C
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
MI WI LS
FROM 70NNW RHI−60WNW SAW−50NNE GRB−30NW GRB−70NNW RHI
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 29025KT. TOPS TO FL360.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 8C
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
NE SD
FROM 60NNE ONL−60E ONL−20NW OBH−30SSE ANW−60NNE ONL
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 130455−130855
AREA 1...FROM LSU−40SSW SJI−130ESE LEV−120SSW LCH−90SE PSX−80E
BRO−BRO−CRP−IAH−LSU
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM 50NNW GGW−60NW MOT−50WNW ANW−AKO−HBU−50NNW GGW
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 3...FROM 60W YQT−50NNE SAW−50NW MKG−BAE−ODI−BRD−60W YQT
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.